Quantum mechanical and hybrid quantum mechanical/ molecular mechanical cluster models were used to investigate possible reaction mechanisms whereby gas-phase NH x (x = 0−2), CNH x (x = 0, 1), and OH radicals can add to, and incorporate in, a C−C dimer bond on the C(100):H 2 × 1 diamond surface during chemical vapor deposition (CVD) from microwave-activated C/H containing gas mixtures containing trace amounts of added N or O. Three N incorporation routes are identified, initiated by N, NH, and CN(H) addition to a surface radical site, whereas only OH addition was considered as the precursor to O incorporation. Each is shown to proceed via a ring-opening/ring-closing reaction mechanism analogous to that identified previously for the case of CH 3 addition (and CH 2 incorporation) in diamond growth from a pure C/H plasma. On the basis of the relative abundances of N atoms and NH radicals close to the growing diamond surface, the former is identified as the more probable carrier of the N atoms appearing in CVD grown diamond, but fast H-shifting reactions postaddition encourage the view that NH is the more probable migrating and incorporating species. CN radical addition is deemed less probable but remains an intriguing prospect, since, if the ring-closed structure is reached, this mechanism has the effect of adding two heavy atoms, with the N atom sitting above the current growth layer and thus offering a potential nucleation site for next-layer growth.
INTRODUCTION
Modeling has played a key role in determining the feasibility and mechanisms of reactions whereby reactive gas-phase species incorporate into a growing diamond film during chemical vapor deposition (CVD). 1−14 Typical gas mixtures for growing high-quality diamond films contain 1−5% CH 4 in H 2 , and the methyl (CH 3 ) radical is now generally considered to be the main species responsible for diamond growth from activated C/H gas mixtures. Spatially resolved laser absorption studies of the diamond-growing plasma along with complementary plasma modeling confirm CH 3 as the most abundant carbon containing radical species immediately above the growing diamond surface, 15 and theoretical studies have identified energetically favorable reaction sequences whereby a CH 3 species can bind to a surface radical site, incorporate into the surface as a CH 2 group and, if necessary, migrate to a step edge. 12 Analogous reaction sequences have been demonstrated for the case of B atom and/or BH radical addition to the surface of CVD diamond grown from C/H gas mixtures containing trace quantities of B 2 H 6 . 16, 17 Addition of trace amounts (20 ppm or less) of N 2 to microwave-activated C/H gas mixtures has been shown to enhance diamond growth rates and favor formation of the C(100):H 2 × 1 reconstructed diamond surface. 18−28 Several theoretical studies have sought to explain these observations. For example, Larsson and co-workers investigated the effect of coadsorbed NH species on the binding of CH 3 /CH 2 species at different step edges on the H-terminated diamond (100)−2 × 1 surface 29 and the effects of substitutional N atoms on the energetics (and thus the rates) of the elementary reactions involved in incorporating an incident gas-phase CH 3 radical on the growing diamond surface. 30−32 These studies concluded that the extra electron density provided by a near-surface N atom has the effect of weakening proximal surface C−H bonds, thereby enhancing the rate of the H-abstraction step that creates the surface radical site necessary for CH 3 radical addition. 32 Butler and Oleynik 33 focused attention on the CN radicals present in a C/N/H plasma and showed how CN adsorption on a diamond (111) surface might act as a renucleation site for the growth of a new layer. Most recent interest in CVD growth from C/N/H gas mixtures on (111)oriented diamond substrates has focused on the finding that the spontaneously generated nitrogen-vacancy (NV) defects are highly oriented along the [111] axis. 34−36 These findings have been rationalized by atomistic simulations that assume addition of a gas-phase N atom to C(111) growing laterally in step-flow mode, 37 though another recent study suggests that a high alignment of NV defects along the [111] axis could also be obtained by thermal annealing if the sample is under an appropriate biaxial compressive strain. 38 Oxygen is another species often found in gas mixtures used for diamond CVD, 39 either as part of any (trace) air impurity or, in higher abundances, when used as a deliberate constituent (e.g., CO and CO 2 ) within the source gas. 40 Combined spatially resolved laser diagnosis and modeling studies of microwave-activated 35%(CH 4 )/35%(CO 2 )/30%(H 2 ) gas mixtures operating at a total pressure p = 150 torr and input power P = 1 kW identified OH and HCO as the most abundant Ocontaining radical species in the hot plasma region (T gas ≈ 2900 K) but suggested that the OH densities close to the growing diamond surface were only ∼0.2% that of the CH 3 radical 41,42 consistent with the paucity of data relating to O doping levels in CVD diamond samples.
Much of the recent activity has sought to explore how preexisting nitrogen in a diamond sample affects further growth by CVD on that sample, whereas the primary aim of the present study is to provide a better understanding of the gas-surface chemistry by which the nitrogen is initially incorporated. To this end, we used quantum mechanical (QM) and hybrid QMmolecular mechanics (MM) cluster models to investigate the energetics, and thus the feasibility, of elementary reaction sequences whereby potential reactive species (N, NH, CN, etc) might add to, and incorporate in, a C(100):H 2 × 1 diamond surface. Combining the results of these calculations with knowledge of the near-surface relative number densities gained from companion laser diagnostics and plasma modeling studies 43 indicates that the most abundant, potentially reactive, nitrogen-containing species impacting on the growing diamond surface during CVD is likely to be process conditiondependent. N atoms are deduced to be dominant under the conditions used in our laboratory (p ≈ 150 torr, P ≈ 1.5 kW), but CN radicals are seen to gain in relative abundance at higher p and/or P. Gas-surface reaction sequences starting with addition of an OH radical to a diamond surface radical site are reported also, and similarities and differences with the corresponding NH x (x = 0−2) reaction pathways are highlighted.
COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
The present QM and QM/MM calculations followed closely the methodologies used in our previous studies of BH x (x = 0−2) and CH x (x = 0−3) radical addition to, and migration on, a C(100):H 2 × 1 surface. 12, 13, 16, 44, 45 The QM calculations used density functional theory (DFT) and, in most cases, the small C 9 H 14 cluster shown in Figure 1 to mimic the C−C surface dimer bond. Potential energy minima and transition states (TSs) associated with accommodation of N, NH, NH 2 , CN, HCN, HNC, and OH species were calculated with the B3LYP functional and the 6-31G(d) basis set within Gaussian 09. 46 Calculating the vibrational frequencies allowed confirmation that a given stationary point was indeed a TS and estimation of the zeropoint energy (ZPE) correction. Single-point energies were then recalculated using the larger 6-311G(d,p) basis set and corrected by the ZPE to yield the reported energies, quoted in kilojoules per mole.
The same reaction sequences were investigated using QM/MM methods using the QoMMMa program. 47, 48 These calculations employed the same C 9 cluster (calculated using Jaguar 5.0 49 ) embedded in an extended array of C atoms arranged in a 12 layer thick slab, with initial positions defined by the bulk diamond lattice points and a 2 × 1 reconstructed surface comprising a 5 × 9 array of C−C dimer bonds, modeled with TINKER. 50 The peripheral atoms (with nonchemical stoichiometry) were held fixed during these calculations. As before, 44 the QM region was described using the B3LYP functional with the 6-31G(d) basis set, the MM region was treated with the MM2 protocol, and the coupling between the two regions was described using nonbonded Lennard-Jones terms together with hydrogen link atoms to saturate valences in the QM region. More accurate single-point QM energies were then recalculated at the optimized geometries (using the B3LYP functional and a 6-311G(d,p) basis set) and added to the MM energy and the QM/MM nonbonded interaction contribution to yield the final QM/MM energy. Approximate TSs were identified by calculating the energy of the system at successive values along a chosen reaction coordinate R using a harmonic constraint to hold the system close to the required value and allowing the structure to relax in all other degrees of freedom; the energy of the TS was taken as the maximum along the curve obtained by plotting the single-point QM/MM energy versus R. The singlepoint QM/MM energies reported for the intermediate, final, and transition states are all quoted in kilojoules per mole (after inserting a correction for ZPE effects taken from the QM calculations) relative to that of the initial reactants, which define E = 0. All QM structures and energies are reported in the Supporting Information. A sample TS structure derived from the QM/MM calculations is also reported in the Supporting Information.
Species migration post-chemisorption was not investigated in as much detail as in our earlier studies of CH 2 44 and BH 45 additions and migration, but the present work includes a preliminary QM/MM study of NH incorporation at a single layer type-B step edge (i.e., a one-layer high step in which the C−C bonds on the upper {100} terrace are aligned parallel to the step edge). This particular study employed a larger QM region involving 23 carbon atoms, and the reported energies in this case are not zero-point corrected. The initial and final structures in the migration pathway both contain two radical sites (i.e., two unpaired electrons); their minimum-energy forms will have triplet electronic configurations. The minimum-energy form of the ring closed intermediate, in contrast, is a singlet spin state, which was calculated using restricted DFT, whereas unrestricted DFT methods were used for the open-shell species.
RESULTS
The various elementary reaction sequences explored in this work with both QM and QM/MM methods are reported in turn. We note that we previously used a similar computational strategy, with QM calculations on a relatively small model, and QM/MM calculations with a QM region of similar size to that used in the QM calculations. Test calculations (see, e.g., ref 12) suggest that the results described here should be of sufficient accuracy for the present purposes.
3.1. Addition of NH x (x = 0−2) Species to a C(100):H 2 × 1 Surface. Figure 2 shows the energetics (calculated using the small QM cluster) of reaction sequences wherein NH x (x = The Journal of Physical Chemistry A Article 0−2) adsorption to a C−C dimer bond can lead to eventual accommodation as a bridging NH group. Surface activation, as usual, involves removal of a terminating H atom by reaction with an incident gas-phase H atom (step 1→2, characterized by a reaction enthalpy ΔE = −13 kJ mol −1 and an activation energy E a = 18 kJ mol −1 ). The subsequent adsorption of a gasphase NH 2 , NH, or N species at the surface radical site is, in each case, exothermicyielding structures 3, 4, and 7and the energy barriers associated with the H abstraction reactions that enable interchange between these structures are small (E a = 10 kJ mol −1 for conversion of 3 to 4, and essentially no barrier for the conversion 4→7). The NH 2 adduct is unreactive unless activated by an H abstraction reaction (or H addition and loss as NH 3 ) , whereas the open shell adducts 4 and 7 can undergo further reactions that could lead to N incorporation at the diamond surface.
The reaction sequence leading to NH incorporation is analogous to the ring-opening, ring-closing mechanism reported previously for the case of CH 2 incorporation. 7, 14 Ring opening (4→5) is exothermic, with a low barrier (ΔE = −25 kJ mol −1 , E a = 26 kJ mol −1 ). The ring-closing step (5→6) is endothermic and involves a larger barrier (ΔE = 36 kJ mol −1 , E a = 83 kJ mol −1 ). As noted previously, 14 barriers typically need to exceed 100 kJ mol −1 before they become a significant impediment to surface rearrangement reactions at the typical substrate temperatures (T sub = 1100−1200 K) prevailing during diamond CVD. The rival concerted rearrangement 4→6 is calculated to involve a prohibitively large barrier (E a = 257 kJ mol −1 ). A final, exothermic, H atom addition at the surface radical site in structure 6 completes the incorporation of NH (structure 11). The reaction sequence 1→2→4 → 5→6→11 was also investigated by QM/MM methods. The resulting potential-energy profile is shown in Figure 3 . The ring-closing step 5→6 is here found to be exothermic and to involve a larger The Journal of Physical Chemistry A Article energy barrier (ΔE = −28 kJ mol −1 , E a = 55 kJ mol −1 ) than the ring-opening step 4→5 that necessarily precedes it.
The reaction sequence starting from addition of a groundstate N atom involves a change in ground-state spin multiplicity; structures 7 and 8 were calculated as triplet spin states, but the ground state of the ring-closed structure 9 is a closed-shell singlet (and calculated as such). As in the case of CH 2 migration, 44 we find that the singlet and triplet states of the diradical 8 are close in energy and thus assume that the interchange between spin states in reactions at the diamond surface will not be rate limiting and that the transformation from 8 to 9 can proceed on whichever potential energy surface (PES) presents the lower energy barrier (i.e., the singlet PES). Given that caveat, the QM calculations ( Figure 2 ) find both the initial ring-opening (7→8, both calculated as triplets) and subsequent ring-closing (8→9, with 8 now treated as a singlet) steps to be exothermic (ΔE = −11 kJ mol −1 and −27 kJ mol −1 , respectively). The latter step has the larger associated energy barrier (E a = 70 kJ mol −1 ). Given the relatively facile nature of the indirect transformation, in this case, we did not try to locate a pathway for a concerted rearrangement 7→9, though it is possible that this alternative route exists. Subsequent (exothermic) additions of two H atoms from the gas phase leads through the radical structure 10 to yield the same final structure 11 wherein an NH group bridges the atoms involved in the original C−C dimer bond. As Figure 4 shows, the QM/MM calculated energy profile for the reaction sequence 1→2→7 → 8→9 → 10→11 accords well with the QM data shown in Figure 2 , with the QM/MM calculations suggesting slightly lower energy barriers for the ring-opening (7→8) and ring-closing (8→9) steps (E a = 20 and 61 kJ mol −1 , respectively).
As noted previously, H atom abstraction and addition reactions involving the pendant NH x (x = 0−2) group will ensure a dynamic equilibrium between structures 3, 4, and 7. However, only N and NH (i.e., NH x species with one or more nonbonding electrons) can initiate ring-opening (i.e., step 4→5 or 7→8). Relative to the QM/MM calculations, the QM cluster calculations predict a greater exothermicity for these C−C bond-breaking/CN double bond-forming steps. They also predict larger barriers for the subsequent ring-closing step (i.e., 5→6 and 8→9). Both of these trends can be attributed to the effect of the surrounding MM network, which limits the separation between the two C atoms to ∼2.5 Å during geometry optimization (cf. ∼2.9 Å in the QM calculations with the bare C 9 cluster and ∼2.3 Å in the subsequent ring-closed structures 6 or 9).
NH migration on the C(100):H 2 × 1 reconstructed diamond surface was not investigated extensively, but Figure 5 shows initial QM/MM results for the specific case of NH incorporation at a one-layer high step in which the C−C bonds on the upper {100} terrace are aligned parallel to the step edge. This sequence starts with structure (a), with a pendant NH Figure 5 shows, the minimum-energy structure of the six-membered ring-closed intermediate (b) is a singlet spin state. Thus, as in the cases of CH 2 and BH migration on the C(100):H 2 × 1 surface, NH accommodation (and the extension of step-flow growth) at such a step edge requires a spin-flip to access the deep (E = −175 kJ mol −1 ) potential minimum associated with structure (b). Though a credible trap, we note that the depth of this well is less than those returned by equivalent calculations for BH and CH 2 incorporation at the same step edge. 44, 45 3.2. Addition of CN(H) to a C(100):H 2 × 1 Surface. Figure 6 shows reaction sequences investigated by QM methods as possible routes to N incorporation following CN addition (16→17) to a surface radical site formed by the usual H abstraction reaction (15→16). The traditional ring-opening/ ring-closing pathway (17→18→19), and its concerted analogue (17→19), can both be ruled out, as the overall process is prohibitively endothermic; furthermore, putative species 18 does not seem to be a stable point on the singlet or triplet PESs. H atom abstraction from 17 by an incident gas-phase H atom (17→20) is roughly thermoneutral (though entropically disfavored). Rearrangement of the resulting radical to the strained bridged structure 21 is again endothermic, and we do not consider this path further.
H addition to the preadsorbed CN (17→22) yields a structure with a pendant CNH group. As Figure 6 shows, direct addition of HNC to the surface radical site (16→22) is calculated as an alternative (exothermic) route to this intermediate, but the relative stabilities of HCN and HNC imply negligible gas-phase concentrations of the latter. The QM calculations identify several "unimolecular" decay pathways for 22 of which H atom desorption (22→17) is likely to have the highest rate constant. Isomerization of the pendant CNH group (22→27) and subsequent HCN desorption (27→16) can be ignored, given the calculated activation barrier for the first of these steps. The pendant CNH group has the necessary partially filled orbital to support ring-opening/ring-closing (22→23→24); however, the calculated barriers for these steps (E a = 56 and 57 kJ mol −1 , respectively) are similar to that for H atom desorption. H atom addition (24→25) yields the final structure, wherein the original C−C dimer bond has now been replaced by a bridge comprising two heavy atoms (rather than one as in the case of CH 2 or NH incorporation). 25 can be activated by H atom abstraction (25→26), which constitutes a possible nucleation site for growth on the next layer.
The reaction sequence for possible CN(H) incorporation (i.e., 15→16→17 → 22→23 → 24→25) was also investigated by QM/MM methods. Figure 7 displays the resulting energy The Journal of Physical Chemistry A Article profile, which is reassuringly similar to that returned by the QM calculations. The QM/MM calculations find C−C bond cleavage to be more endothermic but still return energy barriers of less than 60 kJ mol −1 for both the ring-opening (22→23) and ring-closing (23→24) processes. Given the paucity of credible reaction pathways from 17, we envisage that 17 and 22 are in dynamic equilibrium and that the sequence 22→23→24→25 should constitute a route to incorporating The Journal of Physical Chemistry A Article CN radicals (with an efficiency that depends on the stability of 22 with respect to desorbing an H atom).
3.3. Addition of OH to a C(100):H 2 × 1 Surface. The OH radical is isoelectronic with NH 2 , and CH 3 and has previously been shown to be the more abundant OH x (x = 0,1) species near the growing diamond surface in a microwaveactivated C/O/H plasma. Given their relative abundances, the initiating H atom abstraction will generally involve an incident gas-phase H atom (28→29 in Figure 8 ) rather than an OH radical. For completeness, however, we note that the corresponding H atom abstraction by an incident OH radical is calculated to be barrierless and exothermic (ΔE = −47 kJ mol −1 )reflecting the greater relative strength of the O−H (cf. C−H) bond. Figure 8 shows possible reaction pathways leading to O incorporation calculated using QM, B3LYP, with a 6-311G-(d,p) basis set. As noted previously, 51 an OH radical will readily bind to a surface radical site (29→30). Loss of this pendant OH by H atom addition and desorption as H 2 O (30→29) is restricted by the much larger activation barrier (E a = 94 kJ mol −1 ) than those for H abstraction from the hydroxyl group (30→31, E a = 14 kJ mol −1 ) or the neighboring C atom (30→ 35, E a = 25 kJ mol −1 )both of which abstraction reactions are calculated to be mildly exothermic. Intermediate 31 supports the necessary odd-electron to initiate ring opening (31→32), which is found to be exothermic (ΔE = −66 kJ mol −1 ) and effectively barrierless. (We find a small (4 kJ mol −1 ) barrier at the B3LYP/6-31(d) level of theory, but this vanishes after applying the zero-point energy correction.) The subsequent ring closing (32→33) is calculated to be endothermic with a significant barrier (ΔE = 27 kJ mol −1 , E a = 103 kJ mol −1 ) albeit smaller than the barrier associated with the alternative concerted pathway 31→33. Addition of one further H atom (33→34) leads to the bridging ether linkage identified in previous theoretical studies of oxygenated diamond (100) surfaces. 51−53 Oxygen is not generally viewed as a significant contaminant in CVD-grown diamond, but the present study failed to identify any obvious low-energy O loss mechanisms following formation of the adduct 30. Prior thermal desorption studies 54, 55 suggest the existence of relatively low-energy pathways leading to loss of stable species like CO, but these have not been investigated here. As noted previously, H addition followed by H 2 O desorption (30→29) is limited by a significant barrier, while the possible elimination of OH or H 2 O accompanying rearrangements 35→36 or 30→36 are prohibitively endothermic.
The energy profile for the OH addition and O incorporation steps found using QM/MM methods reproduces the QM results well, as shown in Figure 9 . The QM/MM calculations also find no barrier to ring-opening (31→32)reflecting the stability of the open carbonyl structureand return similar values for the exothermicity of the ring-opening step (ΔE = −54 kJ mol −1 ) and the endothermicity of the subsequent ringclosure (32→33, ΔE = 20 kJ mol −1 , E a = 80 kJ mol −1 ). As in the case of NH incorporation, the small changes in energetics with respect to the QM calculations can be attributed to the extended MM network of C atoms constraining the separation of the C atoms previously linked by the dimer bond in structure 32.
■ DISCUSSION
The present study of NH, CN(H) and O incorporation into a C−C dimer bond on a C(100):H 2 × 1 surface complements and extends our previous studies of CH 2 12,44 and BH 45 incorporation on such a surface. As in these previous examples, sequential (and/or concerted) ring-opening/ring-closing pathways constitute the lowest-energy routes to inserting bridging NH, CNH, or O species between two carbon atoms that were previously linked by a dimer bond. Comparisons of the relative energetics for the isoelectronic species CH 2 , NH, and O are informative. In order, the QM/MM calculations show the ringopening step becoming increasingly exothermic (ΔE = +28, 12 −4, and −54 kJ mol −1 ), while the barrier to ring-opening declines (E a = +44 12 and +10 kJ mol −1 for CH 2 and NH, respectively, while ring-opening in the case of O incorporation is calculated to be barrierless). The calculated energetics for the ring-closing step show the opposite trend, switching from exothermic to endothermic (ΔE = −78, −28, and +20 kJ mol −1 ) and displaying progressively larger activation barriers (E a = 45, 55, and 80 kJ mol −1 ). These trends can all be traced to The Journal of Physical Chemistry A Article the different relative stabilities of the respective ring-opened structures: the ring-opened ketone structure is calculated to be a global minimum in the ring-opening/ring-closing sequence 31→32→33 (consistent with earlier theoretical conclusions regarding the relative stabilities of the ketone and ether structures 56 and temperature-dependent electron energy loss spectroscopy studies of the O-adsorbed diamond (100) surface 55 ), whereas the adsorbed NH and CH 2 species prefer to exist in a ring-closed structure.
The deduced (small) energetic preference for the ringopened (ketone) rather than the ring-closed (ether) form in the specific case of OH x (x = 0,1) additions may be a contributory factor to the paucity of data relating to O defects in CVD diamond, since ring-closure is a necessary step in both the incorporation and migration of species on the diamond surface. Given the relative stability of the ketone (cf. ether) structure, adsorbed O atoms will spend a greater fraction of their time in the ring-open structure, wherein they may be more prone to further hydrogenation (by incident gas-phase H atoms) and/or to desorption (as CO).
The present calculations identify three ways in which N may incorporate at the (100):H 2 × 1 diamond surfacevia N, NH, and CN(H) addition to a surface radical site. N and NH can both adsorb onto surface radical sites. The former are more abundant close to the growing diamond surface, 43 but, given the efficiency of the H-shifting reactions, NH is viewed as the more probable migrating species whichas Figure 5 shows can incorporate at a single-atom step edge. Subsequent H abstraction (by reaction with a gas-phase H atom) and further C additions could then lead to the subsurface N atom that has been suggested as one possible route to catalyzing diamond growth. 32 N incorporation via CN addition on the C(100):H 2 × 1 surface is deemed less probable for several reasons. First, the density of gas-phase CN radicals adjacent to the growing surface in the microwave-activated C/N/H gas mixtures used for diamond CVD is typically less than that of N atoms, though this imbalance is reduced when operating at higher pressures and/or microwave powers. 43 Second, as Figure 6 shows, the adsorbed CN species requires another gas-surface reaction step (an H atom addition) to form a CNH species (isoelectronic with CO) that is capable of promoting an energetically feasible ring-opening/ring-closing reaction sequence 22→23→24. Third, the N−H bond in the CNH adduct is weak, and the binding energy of the CNH adduct (ΔE = 105 kJ mol −1 ) is itself quite low, rendering this species prone to thermal dissociation (22→17) and/or desorption (22→16). Nonetheless, the possible incorporation of a CNH species remains an intriguing prospect since, if the ring-closed structure is reached, this mechanism alone has the effect of adding two heavy atoms, with the N atom sitting one layer above that of the current growth layer. This could serve to nucleate growth of a new layer and (given that this is generally seen as the rate-limiting step in diamond growth) thereby lead to an enhanced material growth rate.
